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TANK-FILLING WITH GARBAGE IN 

CALCUTTA. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE " INDIAN MEDICAL GAZETTE." 

Sir. The practice of tank-filling as carried on in 
Calcutta is one which cannot be too strongly condemned. 
The degree of attention which it has lately excited in the 
public mind has served to show with what universal 
dislike it is regarded, and if, as would appear to be the 
case, the intelligent portion of the public is so well inform- 
ed regarding sanitary matters and the great value of 
pure air, water, and soil to the health of the community ; 
those who stand in the place of an Urban Sanitary 
Authority will not be permitted longer to systematically 
disregard important sanitary precautions. The discussion 
will have this obvious advantage?it will place clearly 
before the Calcutta Commissioners the necessity of making 
the weight of their individual opinion felt in matters so 
important as the disposal of town refuse and sewage. 

Let us try to realise what this burying out of sight of 
hundreds of thousands of cubic feet of city garbage, stable 
litter, and kitchen refuse, in the centre of a populous 
city really means, both in the process of its execution and 
the effects which it may reasonably be expected to produce. 
Anyone who has visited the huge hollow now being filled 

up in the vicinity of Nazir Najbulla's Lane will be able to 
realise how great a nuisance is being committed. The 
odour is sickening ; many people have left the neighbour- 
hood and numerous houses stand empty, the applications 
for relief at the local dispensary have considerably lessened 
in number since the operation began in consequence of 
people having sickened and left the locality. Besides, 
many cases of illness directly traceable to the nuisance 
have occurred, as was shown by the evidence lately given 
before the Presidency Magistrate. 
Now, we have something like the following conditions? 

an accumulation of decaying animal and vegetable matter 
measuring some thousands of cubic feet contained in a 

clay lined basin in which water collects in the rainy season 
and cannot readily escape. 
The soil of Calcutta is alluvial, and contains a considerable 

proportion of clay. It is not readily permeated by water, 
and, therefore, air does not circulate freely through it. and 
the temperature is always high. Rapid decomposition of 
organic matter will not take place, but those kinds of 

decay in which the more injurious gases are produced will 
result and the ground water will be polluted over a wide 
area, as the latter subsides after the rains. A soil saturated 
with organic impurity will remain, the exhalations from 
which will poison those living at considerable distances 
from the sonrce of contamination. 
The majority of what are called tanks in Calcutta most 

probably had their origin in the excavations, out of which 
the material was obtained for construction of kutcha 

buildings in which the city abounds. A glance at the 
" plan of Calcutta from Actual Survey corrected up to 1857 

" 

where the tanks are figured, will show that they are most 
numerous in those districts where kutcha houses predomi- 
nate. and least so where the pucka. 
Tanks are therefore smallest and most numerous in the 

Northern and most populous part of the city. We have 
verified Dr. Payne's estimate of from 790 to 800 in the city 
itself, of which the minority are private or ornamental ; the 

average number per district in the most densely populated 
parts is 25. Let us select 12 of those districts in the North- 
ern part of the town, and let us suppose the mean depth 
of each to be 10 feet, then we have 286 tanks having each 
an average capacity of 148,049 cubic feet, approximately. 
These hollows having been subjected to the process of tank- 
filling we would then have, under the soil of a compara- 
tively limited area of the native town this vast accumula-* 
tion of city garbage, namely, 148,049 cubic feet at 286 

different points. These figures have been obtained by 
careful measurements from the plan above referred to, 
and although only approximately correct will, it is hoped, 
enable one more easily to grasp the magnitude of the evil. 
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It is perhaps only the hygienist an(l the physician who 
can fully realise the great amount of sickness and pre- 
ventable disease, which will be produced in such persons 
as are unfortunately obliged to use such water for domestic 
purposes as is afforded by the wells of the locality. Such 
sickness, let it be remembered, will not be indicated by mor- 
tality statistics. 
The Chairman of the Commissioners of Town of Cal- 

cutta candidly admits in his instructive Administration 

Report for 1887-8 " that the views of Dr. Payne, who re- 
commended the practice originally, are accepted with con- 
stantly decreasing enthusiasm." It also appears that 75% 
of the tanks have been filled up since 1878. It is hoped that 
when the hurtful nature of the practice has been demons- 
trated the remaining 25% will be differently dealt with. 

I am of opinion that those tanks already filled will, in 
the presence of an epidemic of cholera, constitute a source 

of danger over which no Sanitary Authority or Medical 
Officer of Public Health can have any control. It has 

been again and again proved that the only reliable safe- 
guard a community has against cholera and the only cir- 
cumstance which will mitigate its virulence when it appears 
is careful attention to the purity of soil, air and water. 
The purity of all these is destroyed by this practice of tank- 
filling with garbage. That the Commissioners find it eco- 

nomical, convenient, and even productive, no one doubts. 
But does any one imagine that such a practice would have 
been tolerated in the centre of any European town ? In 
a paper read by Dr H Tompkins before the Public Health 
Section of the Fifty-sixth Annual Meeting of the British 
Medical Association last year, it was shown that a bacte- 
rium from a polluted-made soil in Leicester gave rise to 
a high mortality from Infantile Diarrhoea, and since the 
death-rate of Calcutta is still higher than it ought to be, 
considering the excellent quality of the water-supply, 
searching enquiry would reveal the same cause in opera- 
tion here. There is no reason why a thickly populated 
locality, under proper sanitary arrangements, should not 
also be a healthy one. I am sure a practice of this kind 
only needs to be thoroughly understood iu its remote effects 
to ensure its being discontinued, and it would not be a 

pleasing reflection for the able Chairman of the Calcutta 
Commissioners on resigning office to remember that while 
so many salutary and much-needed improvements had been 
carried into effect during his tenure of office, he had not 
done all in his power to remove an evil which is sure to 
bear hurtful fruit for many years to come. I look forward 
with great interest to the report of the Committee who are 
considering another mode of dealing with the refuse. 
Doubtless they will be able also to devise a less object- 
ionable method of dealing with the tanks, which will 
not be attended with prohibitive expense or danger to the 
public. 

J. STEVENSON, m.b., b.s.c., f.r.c.s.e. 


